97 days and counting down to re-scheduled 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games

Over the next 97 days, the worlds most accomplished athletes will be working diligently every day to
get themselves into tip top shape for the upcoming Olympic Games in Tokyo. Now that golf is again
part of the Olympic Games for just a handful of years after a 100+ year hiatus, it is already taking
center stage as Japanese golfers have celebrated first time wins at hallowed Augusta National Country
Club for the Augusta Womens Amateur and The Masters, both of which featured first time winners
from Japan. We celebrate the accomplishments of Hideki Matsuyama and 17 year old Tsubasa Kajitani
in our weekly Tour Course Collections!

https://golftraxx.com/course_collection_single.php?collection=Tour+Courses+March+31++April+4%2C+2021&coursename=Augusta+National+Golf+Club++Eighteen+Course&zipcode=30904&logo=usga_logo.jpg&static=true
Here at golftraxx, we're doing our part to celebrate golf's presence in the Olympic Games and golf in
Japan, as we for the first time unveil our map of all the Japan golf courses in our database!
While it is a near-certainty that spectators will not be allowed to attend the games in person, television
viewing of Olympic events in Japan will be at all-time highs from every corner of the globe. Japan is
a very beautiful country, which many Olympic observers will have never seen. There are 2,500
courses in Japan, and as we have in many other countries around the world, it is our intent to “go for
the gold in Japan,” turning every course in our database map gold as we get it mapped and into our
database.

In the Saitama prefecture where the golf events are being hosted at Kasumigaseki Golf Club - East,
there are many, many beautiful courses, and, similar to southeast Florida, there are an awful lot in a

pretty small area.
It is our intent to incorporate the course and hole flyovers as well for as many Japanese courses as
possible so that leading up to the Olympics (and, of course, thereafter) viewers are able to check out
not just the scorecards and course maps but some of the incredibly beautiful landscapes of Japan
through the course and video flyovers.
If you're familiar with golf in Japan, you can help us by mapping courses, checking scorecard accuracy,
or sending links for the course layouts you know are correct, and/or for the course or hole flyovers.
As it is for the athletes preparing for the Olympics, your support is hugely helpful to get us through this
journey, and get us across the finish line, and we are very hopeful that you will enjoy the results!
As always, thanks to everyone for taking time to check out a course or two. We're on track to reach our
first 2 million page views month... a “personal best” for golftraxx.com!
Enjoy and wishing everyone great golfing!
Frank
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